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Degree and Program Assessment Committee
DPAC

Wed Feb 6 2008 415 pm
G 2110

MINUTES

Elaine Samwald

Wendy Royal
Takashi Sato ex officio
Tally Wade
Heather Yuzik student

1 Call to order

Dana Cserepes welcomed returning member Shawn Erickson from Cooperative Education and called the
meeting to order at 420 pm

2 Confirmation of Agenda

The agenda was approved by consensus as presented

3 Approval of Minutes of Jan 9 2007

Moved by Douglas Baker seconded by Jocelyn Lymburner to approve the minutes of the Jan 9 2008
meeting as presented

4 Chairs Report

No report

5 Program Revision B Tech in Information Technology

Andy Law and Dianne Crisp attended to present the proposed revision to the Bachelor of Technology in
Information Technology program Andy Law explained that the proposed revision comes at the request of
the programsadvisory committee who are current in the industry and involves adding three courses to the
program to provide options in specialty areas for students Student will be able to select the courses that best
lit with their educational goals within the bachelorsdegree

Moved by Elaine Samwald seconded by Joshua Mitchell to approve the proposed revisions to the
Bachelor of Technology in Information Technology as presented

MOTION CARRIED

Planned implementation is for September 2008

The DPAC Chair will present this to Education Council for approval
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6 Program Revision Business Administration Diploma

Sigrid Ewender presented the proposed revision to the Business Administration
comprises adding a course ECON 2255 Globalization in and Econ Frumetrark
choose from This course gives students a new option to study the growing area
economics field The new course transfers into thirdyear economics at SFU

Moved by Tally Wade seconded by Wendy Royal to approve the program
Administration diploma program as presented

MOTION CARRIED

Implementation is planned for September 2008

The DPAC Chair will present this to Education Council for approval

7 Next Meeting Wed Mar52008

8 Adjournment Moved by Joshua Mitchell to adjourn the meeting at 433 pm

diploma program which
to a list of courses they
of globalization in the

revision to the Business
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Kwantlen
UNIVERSITY COLLEGE

MAILING ADDRESS TELEPHONE

12666 72nd Avenue 604 5992100
Surrey BC
Canada V3W 2M8

TO Dana Cserepes Chair of DPAC

C

FROM Dave Lyon Chair of Criminology Department

DATE March 26 2008

SUBJECT Program Revisions for the BA in Community Criminal Justice

The Criminology Department is requesting that the following two changes be made to
the BA in Community Criminal Justice degree program CCJ

1 The Cumulative Grade Point Average CGPA for entry into the CCJ program be
lowered to 20 and

2 Create a firstyear admission pathway for entry into the CCJ

1 LOWERING THE CGPA FOR ENTRY TO THE CCJ FROM 30 TO 20

Under the current program requirements students are eligible to enter the CCJ degree
program in third year once they have completed the Associate of Arts in Criminology
AA Crim The required CGPA for entry is 30 although students with a CGPA
between 267 and 30 may be admitted on a casebycase basis if space permits The
Criminology Department is now proposing to reduce the required CGPA for the CCJ
from 3O to 20

The CGPA requirement of 30 was established when this was the only degree option in
Criminology Since that time we have also implemented the BA Criminology degree
program BA Crim which requires a CGPA of 20 Over the past few years the BA
Crim has proved to be a much more attractive program to students compared to the
CCJ and BA Crim students have demonstrated considerable success in terms of
course completion and graduation

The chief advantage of reducing the CGPA for the CCJ is that it will make this unique
program more accessible to students In turn this should benefit the department and
the institution at large by creating stronger enrollment demand One of the difficulties
under the current program is that students complete a transfer credential AA Crim
and then confront the CGPA requirement for admission into the CCJ program at third
year As a result students who might otherwise be interested in the CCJ and who
might benefit from this program may avoid the CGPA hurdle by transferring to Simon
Fraser University or the University College of the Fraser Valley Alternatively students
who choose to remain at Kwantlen may be electing to enter the BA Crim program
instead of the CCJ program simply to avoid the CGPA requirement Lowering the
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CGPA will bring the entrance requirements for the CCJ more closely in line with other
criminology relateddegree programs in the Lower Mainland including the BA Crim at
Kwantlen This should ensure that student decisions around which degree program
they enter are not unduly influenced by entrance requirements but instead are driven
primarily by the fit of the program with their individual goals and needs

It is not anticipated that lowering the CGPA will adversely affect student success in the
CCJ As indicated above it has always been possible for students to enter the
program with a CGPA below 30 For example of the 22 students who have
graduated to date from the CCJ program 10 were admitted with a CGPA of less than
30 Moreover every one of these 10 students improved their GPAs during the
program Also despite a different curricular focus and some different course
requirements between the CCJ and the BA Crim the two programs share some
common courses Anecdotally Criminology faculty member have not observed any
difference in terms of course completion between the students of these two programs
despite the existing difference in CGPA requirement

2 CREATING A FIRSTYEAR ADMISSION PATHWAY FOR ENTRY INTO THE CCJ

Under the current program requirements students are eligible to enter the CCJ degree
program in third year once they have completed the Associate of Arts in Criminology
AA Crim It is not currently possible for students to enter into the program prior to
third year

The Criminology Department proposes to create a firstyear admission pathway that
would enable students to immediately enter into the CCJ program The firstyear
admission pathway would not change any substantive requirement of the program
Students would still be required to complete the AA Crim and this credential would
provide students with an early exit option after year two One benefit of this change is
that it will better align the CCJ program with the BA Crim which presently has a first
year admission pathway It will also provide students with more certain access to a
fouryear degree in Community Criminal Justice At present students face an
admission process at third year Allowing students to enter at first year will eliminate
the admission process at third year arid therefore reduce a potential impediment to
degree completion



March 18 2008

MEMO

Re Changes to the Geography AA Program

To whom it may concern

In anticipation of the final approval and implementation of its proposed BA Minor see Appendix the
GeographyGeology department finds the need to revise its existing Associate of Arts requirements At
present within the general requirements of the AA degree program at Kwantlen the Geography AA is
structured as follows

Required

Geography 1101
Geography 1110
Geography 1 120
Geography 2110
Geography 2120
Geography 2390
Geography 2395

Introduction to Human Geography
Introduction to the Atmosphere
Introduction to Earth Science

Geography of Cultures
Economic Geography
Geographic Information and Data Analysis
Cartography

Options Required courses 1 of the following

Geography 2310 Climatology
Geography 2320 Geomorphology
Geography 2330 Hydrology

With the reorganization of existing courses and development of new courses at the I and 2 year level
our new proposed AA program is

Required

Geography 1 101 Introduction to Human Geography
Geography 1 1 10 Introduction to the Atmosphere
Geography 1120 Introduction to Earth Science

Options required courses

1 of

Geography 2120 Economic Geography
Geography 2130 Social and Cultural Geography
Geography 2250 Urban Geography

Dr John Rose
InstructorCurriculum Committee Representative
GeographyGeology
Kwantlen University College



John Rose

1 of

I of

1 of

Geography 2310 Climatology
Geography 2320 Geomorphology
Geography 2330 Hydrology
Geography 2340 Biogeography

Geography 1 160 Regional Geography of British Columbia
Geography 2140 Canadian Regional Geography
Geography 2170 Regional Geography of Europe
Geography 2185 Regional Geography of East Asia
Geography 2190 Regional Geography of South Asia

Geography 2390 Geographic Information and Data Analysis
Geography 2400 Geographic Information Systems

As can be seen by comparing the two AA schematics the new program is characterized by additional
offerings at the I and 2 year level some adjustment of course designations eg Regional Geography of
East Asia moving from I year to 2 year Geography 2110 Geography of Cultures replaced by 2130
Social and Cultural Geography and increased flexibility for students to meet degree requirements

The basic rationale behind changing the AA in this way is to harmonize it with the BA Minor program we
anticipate implementing in September 2008 More substantively this reorganization of the AA draws
from the significant examination and revision of the GeographyGeology department offerings and
structure performed in the course of developing our proposed 13A Minor degree Overall the new AA
program reflects the departmentsmission to teach geography in a holistic fashion integrating the study
of both the natural and human environments The revised AA achieves this via a logical organization and
progression of student learning as they proceed through the I and 2 years

i The required courses 1101 1110 1120 provide students with an overall perspective on topics
within the discipline of geography

ii The requirement of one course from the selection of 2120 2130 and 2250 guides students into
further study of the social sciences in geography

iii The requirement of one course from the selection of 2310 2320 2330 and 2340 guides
students into further study of the physical sciences in geography

iv The requirement of one course from the selection of 2390 and 2400 enables students to develop
their analytical and research techniques

In sum we believe that the new AA program represents a significant improvement over the current AA
degree in Geography and we would like to implement this change as of September 2008 regardless of
the status of our BA Minor proposal Please do not hesitate to contact me if there are any questions or
concerns about this proposed change
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APPENDIX

Selected Sections from Frill Program Proposed
Bachelor ofArts Minors in Anthropology Geography Visual Arts

Appendix C2
BA Minor in Geography Program Description

Geography is concerned with the interactions between human individuals and communities and their
physical surroundings Its basic unit of analysis is the region The focus of the BA Minor in Geography
program is on the environment and its resources both natural and human It uses a holistic approach to
examine the human and physical facets of everyday life at the same time In doing so the program
exposes students to science and society simultaneously Geographysmain attraction is its study of
everyday phenomena at an everyday scale and its intellectual challenge lies in systematically
encountering then unpacking and understanding the complexity of the earth and its inhabitants

The program explores topics and broad issues of contemporary interest and provides students with a
thorough grounding in a field that frequently complements other fields in science and social science
generally Study in geography is an asset in many types of work including public policy and planning of
all kinds resourcebased industries and environmental remediation

Geography is fundamentally a visual discipline that seeks to explain patterns of location space and
activity Students learn by active experimentation in labs and fieldwork and using visual media in
addition to the groundwork of classroom lecture and discussion There is a good deal of emphasis on

collaborative learning in small groups and on developing the working collegiality that will serve students
well in later life Computer skills are focused on real time simulations for modelling of a range of
geographic phenomena commonly known as GIS and on developing the key skills of visual
representation of information

In addition to students within the BA Minor in Geography program it it designed to be accessible to
others seeking interesting upper level electives and to provide a distinctive element of support for other
interdisciplinary programs such as education for future schoolteachers Canadian Studies and Asian
Studies Some of the curriculum such as regional geography is tailored to be of interest to particular
groups within Kwantlenscatchment area students and otherwise

In the majority of receiving institutions within the province our regional geography courses are articulated
at 2000 level These include present GEOG 1185 1190 2140 and 2170 Two of these courses GEOG
1185 Regional Geography of East Asia and GEOG 1190 Regional Geography of South Asia will be
upgraded to 2000 level to recognize present articulation results the greater scope of material and the
lower level of familiarity most students are likely to have with these regions One regional geography
course GEOG 1160 Regional Geography of British Columbia will remain at 1000 level

Our present AA programs in arts and science offer a substantial number and variety of summer sessions
in two campuses including many classes offered at times suitable for working adults The BA Minor in
Geography programme will continue and expand this tradition



Year Courses Courses Courses
Program

Guidelines
Entry and
Exit Points

Year One

Fall Semester

GEOG 1101

Introduction to

Human Geography

GEOG 1110
Introduction to

the Atmosphere

General BAAA

Program Entry

The program will require students to complete one of two courses surveying theoretical or methodological
issues in geographic analysis These courses have equivalents at the thirdyear level in other existing
programs and will prepare students for undergraduate research opportunities including the Senior OProject Course GEOG 4599

BA Minor in Geography Levels Courses and Requirements
Students within the BA Minor in Geography Program will take a general academic program in the first
and second year including a minimum of six Geography courses in their first three semesters The end
of the fourth semester has been the usual point of exit for our M programs and will be the normal point
of admission to the BA Minor in Geography Program There are three 1100 level courses that are
prerequisite to admission to higher levels of study As well students will select elective courses from the
Humanities Social Sciences Sciences Fine Arts Modern Languages Music and Business as per the
BA curriculum framework

Years One and Two

Students within the BA Minor in Geography Program will take a general survey of topics within the
discipline including one human and two physical geography courses Then they proceed to one regional
geography course along with one each of a social science and physical science course in geography
and one course in analytical and research techniques As well students will select elective courses from
the Humanities Social Sciences Sciences Fine Arts Modern Languages Music and Business as per
the BA curriculum framework

In addition to general BA requirements students will complete the following

All three of GEOG 1101 1110 and 1120 focusing on the essential skills of critical reading
thinking and writing competencies as well as the fundamental principles of human and
physical geography

Any one of GEOG 2120 2130 note 2130 replaces current 2110 or 2250 which provide
the necessary theoretical foundations and breadth coverage required for upper level study in
human geography

Any one of GEOG 2310 2320 2330 or 2340 NEW which provide the necessary theoretical
foundations and breadth coverage required for upper level study in physical geography

Any one of GEOG 1160 2140 2185 or 2190 note 2185 and 2190 to be upgraded from
present 1185 and 1190 which provide the necessary exposure to regional geographic
analysis and application of concepts learned before to selected world regions in depth

Any one of GEOG 2390 or 2400 which provide the necessary grounding in the analysis of
geographic data and information that enable the student to conduct research in geography at
a degree level

Students completing appropriate courses in Years 1 and 2 will be able to exit with an Associate of Arts or
Associate of Science in Geography

BA Minor in Geography Sample Progression

O

O



Year One

Spring Semester

GEOG 1120

Introduction to
Earth Science

GEOG 2140

Regional
Geography of
Canada OR

GEOG 1160

GEOG 2170
GEOG 2185

GEOG 2190

All Year One

except those
marked also

offered in

summer term

Year Two

Fall Semester

GEOG 2120

Economic

Geography

GEOG 2340

Biogeography

Some Year

Two courses

offered in
summer on a

2yr rotation

Year Two

Spring Semester

GEOG 2400

Geographic
Information

Systems

Associate of

Arts and

Associate of

Science in

Geo rah Exit

Year Three

Fall Semester

GEOG 3100

Research Methods

in Human

Geography

GEOG 3240

Development and
Globalization

BA Minor in

Geography Year
Three Entry

Year Three

Spring Semester

GEOG 3320

Resource

Management

Year Four

Fall Semester

GEOG 4380

Applications in
Geographic
Information

Systems

Year Four

Spring Semester

GEOG 4320

Geography of
Tourism and

Recreation

All upper level Geography
requirements and all additional
exit requirements as per the BA
Curriculum Framework

BA Minor in

Geography Exit



Kwantlen
UNIVERSITY COLLEGE

TO Dana Cerespes DPAC Chair

C Marlene Chmilar Coordinator GNUR Jean NicolsonChurch Associate Dean

FROM Maxine Mott Chair Faculty of CHS Curriculum Committee

DATE March 20 2008

SUBJECT Change in Admission requirements for GNUR

The Faculty of Community and Health Studies Curriculum Committee has approved a recommendation
from the Graduate Nurse ReEntry program for revision to the admission requirements related to
completion of a criminal record check Through this memo we are requesting approval from Education
Council to make this program revision

Recommendation

The admission requirements to Graduate Nurse ReEntry program are revised to read
A Criminal Record Search must be completed within six months of being admitted into the program

Rational for revision

Currently students are required to have submitted a criminal record check to the Office of the Registrar
six months prior to registering GNUR 1210 preceptorship course Often for reasons beyond the
students control the Criminal Record Search is delayed in getting to the RegistrarsOffice In those
situations students are unable to register in their final course preceptorship unduly delaying their
program completion One such reason is that certain RCMP detachments are refusing to undertake a
Criminal Record Search if the individual has had one completed within one year of the request
However that Search may have been conducted longer that the maximum six months prior to registering
in GNUR 1210

Given the scarcity of student practice placements in the health care system delaying confirmed
preceptorship experiences places the program in a situation of potential losing these placements
permanently By requiring the Search to be completed as an admissions requirement students are able to
progress through the program in a timely manner

Thank you for considering our request

MAILING ADDRESS TELEPHONE
12668 7r Avenue 6045992100

Surrey BC WEBSITE
Canada V3W 2MB wwwkwandenca

Memorandum

Office of the Dean

Community Health
Studies



Kwantlen
UNIVERSITY COLLEGE

Thank you for considering our request

Maxine Mott PhD
Chair Divisional Curriculum Committee
Community and Health Studies

MAILING ADDRESS TELEPHONE

12666 72 Avenue 6045992100

Surrey BC WEBSITE
Canada V3W 2M8 wwwkwantlen a

OFFICE OF THE DEAN

FACULTY OF COMMUNITY HEALTH

STUDIES

TO Dana Cserepes DPAC Chair

c Jacqollyne Keath Coordinator BPN
Marcia Montgomery Curriculum Coordinator BPN
Jean NicolsonChurch Assoc Dean Faculty of Community Health Studies

FROM Maxine Mott Dean Faculty of Community Health Studies

DATE 2008 March 18

SUBJECT Bachelor of Psychiatric Nursing BPN Program PSYN 3120

Memorandum

The Faculty of Community and Health Studies Curriculum Committee has approved a recommendation
from the BPN curriculum committee to realign the course sequencing in the Bachelor of Psychiatric
Nursing program Through this memo we are requesting approval from DPAC to make this program
revision

Specifically the BPN is requesting that the current PSYN 2220 course which focuses on Health Care
Economics Leadership and Management be renumbered to PSYN 3120 and moved to semester five
from semester four

The rationale for this request is based on feedback from the program faculty and students Specifically
the generic BPN students would be better prepared to be successful following completion of semester
four which includes theory and practice in an acute care environment As well Registered Psychiatric
Nurses RPNs returning to take the degree completion program enter the program at semester 5 These
students have identified that the content of the Health Care Economics Leadership and Management
course is critical for them to have in their program

The course content and outcomes remain unchanged but the course number will change from PSYN
2220 to PSYN 3120


